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OBJECTIVES The objective of this conference is to launch the work needed to 
establish a set of technically sound and sustainable indicators for 
monitoring drug markets, crime and supply reduction for Europe. 
The event will bring together European and international experts 
to audit the current ‘state of the art’ in this domain and develop 
a realistic strategy for moving forward in an area of importance 
for European drug policies. The timing of the meeting in October 
2010 is no coincidence. The last two years have seen an 
unprecedented interest in the need to improve the evidence base 
for understanding drug markets, drug-related crime and supply 
reduction issues, both in technical and political terms. It is now 
time to exploit this momentum and for the first time establish at 
European level a credible strategy for putting in place the 
information tools needed to understand these key aspects of the 
European drug problem. 

The meeting is a joint venture between the European Commission 
(EC) and the European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug 
Addiction (EMCDDA) with the active involvement of Europol. It 
seeks to make an important contribution to achieving the 
objectives stated in the EU drugs action plan (2009–12) and 
support the EMCDDA in its work to fulfil its ongoing mandate to 
develop indicators to provide an overall view of the European 
drug phenomenon. 

MAIN THEMES OF THE
CONFERENCE

The conference will be organised around three main thematic 
areas:

• The drug market

• The drugs-crime nexus

• Drug supply reduction
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PROCESS The technical conference is not a standalone event: it will be the 
first step in a process to arrive at a set of key indicators for drug 
supply by the deadline set in the European drugs action plan 
(2012). It will build on investments made by the European 
Commission, which has supported explorative research in this 
area and recently prepared a framework for the improvement of 
information on drug supply, and the long-term experience of the 
EMCDDA, both in collecting supply-related data and in nurturing 
the development of data collection capacity.

In practical terms, the conference will provide the opportunity to:

•  Audit the current state of the art in data availability and 
reporting tools;

•  Identify structural and practical barriers to data collection and 
explore how they can be overcome;  

• Assess new approaches and potential monitoring options;

•  Locate any possible new developments within the existing 
European monitoring framework;

•  Achieve a consensus on a roadmap for scaling up existing 
approaches and practices; 

•  Establish the bases for a network of both operational and 
scientific experts that will guide the future conceptualisation 
and implementation of European drug supply indicators.

The work started at the conference will be taken forward in 2011 
through technical working groups supported by the EMCDDA, 
and will result in a concept paper including a roadmap for 
implementing an indicator in each of the conference’s three 
thematic areas (markets, crime and supply reduction). These 
documents will then be taken to a second consensus meeting 
which is provisionally planned to be held in Lisbon in 2011.
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PARTICIPANTS This is a closed conference with a target audience of around 120 
invited participants. 

The audience has been selected with an emphasis on technical 
specialists and individuals involved in the collection and/or 
analysis of drug supply data. Thus the audience includes law 
enforcement officers, forensic scientists, criminologists, data 
analysts, policy/intelligence analysts, economists, national 
representatives concerned with data collection and technical staff 
from EU and international institutions.

Reitox national focal points have been invited to ensure continuity 
and synergy with existing reporting structures. The EC and the 
EMCDDA have invited Member States, through their horizontal 
working party on drugs representatives, to nominate one, or 
possibly two, persons with appropriate expertise in one of the 
three main themes to attend. 

CONTENT AND 
ORGANISATION OF THE 
DIFFERENT SESSIONS 

This is a working meeting focused on ensuring its results are 
translated into practical outputs. For this reason, adequate time 
for discussion is included and moderators will guide each 
session. The conference is structured around three substantive 
sessions. Each session includes an introductory keynote 
presentation in plenary. The participants will then break into 
themed working groups and finally return together, in plenary, to 
sum up and build consensus on key action points.

First European conference on drug supply indicators  
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PLENARY SESSIONS AND 
PARALLEL WORKING 
GROUPS

Plenary sessions will set the scene for the subsequent working 
sessions. These sessions will address a set of key topics 
developed with a specialist working group. The discussions will 
be centred around case studies with emphasis given to ensuring 
sufficient time for discussion and feedback. Each working group 
will be led by the moderator and the discussion will be structured 
to ensure it focuses on questions that address the availability of 
information sources, their strengths and weaknesses and areas 
for future development.

FEEDBACK SESSIONS 
AND THE FINAL PANEL 
DISCUSSION

It is important that this conference makes measurable progress in 
identifying a roadmap for informing the future development of 
supply indicators in Europe. To ensure this is the case, each 
thematic session will conclude with an opportunity for feedback 
and discussion. The summary of these discussions will form an 
important part of the outputs from this event.   

Moreover, the conference will conclude with a major panel 
discussion organised around a set of prepared questions. The 
panel consists of individuals with different perspectives and 
expertise relevant to the future developments of supply indicators 
in Europe. A moderator will ask each participant targeted 
questions before encouraging more general discussions aimed at 
achieving a top-level consensus on the key elements necessary to 
make progress in this area. 

First European conference on drug supply indicators 
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Wednesday 20 October 2010

09.00 – 10.00     REGISTRATION

10.00 – 12.00      OPENING SESSION

Room: Polak
Chair: Dana Spinant, EC 

OFFICIAL INTRODUCTIONS AND WORDS OF WELCOME 

10.00 – 10.45 Aurel Ciobanu-Dordea, Fundamental Rights and Union Citizenship Director, 
DG Justice, EC

Wolfgang Götz, EMCDDA Director 

Claude Gillard, Belgian Presidency

DEVELOPING A STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK FOR MONITORING SUPPLY 
IN EUROPE: THE TASK AHEAD

10.45 – 11.00       Keynote: Why understanding drug supply issues matters for European drug 
policies

Speaker: Jindřich Vobořil, CZ

11.00 – 11.15       Keynote: Where we are and where do we go — information on drug supply at 
the European political and institutional level

Speaker: Maurice Galla, EC 

11.15 – 11.30 Keynote: Where we are and where do we go — the current ‘state of the art’ on 
monitoring drug supply in Europe

Speaker: Paul Griffiths, EMCDDA  

11.30 – 11.45 Initial reactions and questions from the participants

11.45 – 12.00 Organisational and housekeeping issues 

Introduction to technical sessions 

Speaker: Chloé Carpentier, EMCDDA

12.15 – 13.45 LUNCH

13.45 – 17.30      SESSION A

DRUG MARKETS — making the most of different approaches and achieving 
synergies
Room: Polak
Chair: Roumen Sedefov, EMCDDA
Discussant: Johnny Connolly, IE
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PLENARY SESSION A

13.45 – 14.00 Opening remarks: challenges for the afternoon’s work

(Chair)

14.00 – 14.30 Keynote: Pulling together the pieces — moving from a partial to a holistic 
understanding of drug market and drug supply issues in Europe

Speaker: Dirk Korf, NL

Time: 20 min + 10 min discussion

14.45 – 16.15 PARALLEL SESSIONS

Working group A1. The drugs — forensic science, a foundation stone for 
understanding the market
Room: Polak
Moderator: Leslie King, UK

14.45 – 15.00 The European drug profiling system: law enforcement intelligence — a valuable 
tool for understanding the drug market 

Speaker: Noud de Bruin, NL

15.00 – 15.15 Innovations and new possibilities — technological advancements and their 
implications for drug monitoring

Speaker: John Ramsey, UK 

15.15 – 15.30 Innovations and new challenges — how we think about and respond to new 
drugs: the Spice phenomenon as a case study

Speaker: Volker Auwärter, DE

15.30 – 15.45 The state of the art — monitoring drug purity and tablet contents: what are the 
issues?

Speaker: Ana Gallegos, EMCDDA 

15.45 – 16.15 A roadmap for forensic science data — charting the way forward

A moderated structured discussion 

Working group A2. The players — drug traffickers: understanding their roles, 
rationales and interactions  
Room: Passage
Moderator: Irmgard Eisenbach-Stangl, AT

14.45 – 15. 00 Case study — Colombian cocaine importers in the Netherlands: results from an 
in-depth study

Speaker: Damián Zaitch, NL

15.00 – 15.15 Case study — The drug trade in France: what can data from the criminal justice Case study — The drug trade in France: what can data from the criminal justice Case study
system tell us?

Speaker: Nacer Lalam, FR

Wednesday 20 October 2010
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15.15 – 15.30 Case study — A different perspective on smuggling cannabis into Norway: study — A different perspective on smuggling cannabis into Norway: study
interviews with incarcerated drug traffickers  

Speaker: Sveinung Sandberg, NO

15.30 – 16.15 Understanding the human aspects of drug markets — charting the way forward

A moderated structured discussion

Working group A3. The market — understanding the scale and dynamics of the 
European drug market 
Room: Maelbeek
Moderator: André Noor, EMCDDA

14.45 – 15.00 Sizing drug markets: Norway as a case study 

Speaker: Anne Line Bretteville-Jensen, NO

15.00 – 15.15 Modelling market dynamics: cocaine as a case study 

Speaker: Cláudia Costa Storti, EMCDDA

15.15 – 15.30 Drug prices: what they can tell us and what they can’t 

Speaker: Rosalie Pacula, US

15.30 – 15.45 Case study — Moving from the street level: the challenge of understanding 
wholesale drug prices, the UK as a case study

Speaker: Tony Saggers, UK

15.45 – 16.15 Towards a better understanding of the European drug market — 
issues, challenges and the way forward

A moderated structured discussion

16.15 – 16.45 COFFEE BREAK

16.45 – 17.30 PLENARY — FEEDBACK AND CONSENSUS BUILDING SESSION A 
Room: Polak

16.45 – 16.55 Working group A1 — The drugs

Report from the Moderator: Leslie King, UK

16.55 – 17.05 Working group A2 — The players

Report from the Moderator: Irmgard Eisenbach-Stangl, AT

17.05 – 17.15 Working group A3 — The market

Report from the Moderator: André Noor, EMCDDA

17.15 – 17.30 Lessons learned and the way ahead

Summing up by Session A Discussant: Johnny Connolly, IE

18.00 RECEPTION

Wednesday 20 October 2010
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09.00 – 12.45 SESSION B

THE DRUGS-CRIME NEXUS — making the connections and identifying priorities
Room: Polak
Chair: Chloé Carpentier, EMCDDA
Discussant: Brice de Ruyver, BE

PLENARY SESSION B

09.00 – 9.15 Opening remarks: reflections on progress made in day 1, and challenges for day 2 

(Chair)

09.15 – 09.45 Keynote: Where do drugs fit into the bigger picture of organised crime in Europe? 

Speaker: Neil Tolman, Europol

Time: 20 min + 10 min discussion

10.00 – 11.30   PARALLEL SESSIONS

Working group B1. Drug-related crime — making the right connections
Room: Polak
Moderator: Krzysztof Krajewski, PL

10.00 – 10.15 Identifying an adequate conceptual framework for studying drug-related crime

Speaker: Beau Kilmer, USA

10.15 – 10.30 The state of the art — drug law offences data in Europe: data availability, current 
challenges and the way forward

Speaker: Chloé Carpentier, EMCDDA

10.30 – 10.45 Estimating drug-related crime — what are the issues: a case study from Canada

Speaker: Marie-Marthe Cousineau, CA

10.45 – 11.00 Locating drugs data in the broader perspective of reporting on crime in Europe 

Speaker: Athina Karvounavaki, EC 

11.00 – 11.30 Monitoring and assessing levels of drug-related crime in Europe — what is 
desirable and what is feasible?

A moderated structured discussion

Working group B2. Domestic drug production: a key component of drug crime in 
Europe — cannabis and cocaine production/secondary processing 
Room: Passage
Moderator: Bernard Van Camp, BE

10.00 – 10.15 A growing problem: cannabis outdoor cultivation in Eastern Europe 

Speaker: Momtchil Vassilev, BG

10.15 – 10.30 Growing cannabis in the Netherlands: typologies and issues 

Speaker: Toine Spapens, NL

Thursday 21 October 2010 
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10.30 – 10.45 Understanding Europe as a secondary production site: a case study of 
cocaine–processing (transformation) laboratories in Spain  

Speaker: … , ES

10.45 – 11.30 Monitoring and reporting on European domestic drug production and secondary 
processing, issues, challenges and the way forward
A moderated structured discussion

Working group B3. Domestic drug production: a key component of drug crime in 
Europe — synthetic drugs production in Europe  
Room: Maelbeek
Moderator: Edvardas Sileris, LT

10.00 – 10.15 Amphetamine production in Poland 

Speaker: Waldemar Krawczyk, PL

10.15 – 10.30 Controlling drug precursors in the EU: current reporting practices and 
opportunities for synergies and development

Speaker: Marketa Jackova, EC 

10.30 – 10.45 Difficulties in estimating production: methamphetamine, a case study from the 
Czech Republic  

Speaker: Tomáš Zábranský, CZ

10.45 – 11.30 Monitoring and reporting on domestic drug production in Europe — issues, 
challenges and the way forward 

A moderated structured discussion

11.30 – 12.00 COFFEE BREAK

12.00 – 12.45 PLENARY — FEEDBACK AND CONSENSUS BUILDING SESSION B
Room: Polak

12.00 – 12.10 Working group B1 — Drug-related crime making the right connections

Report from the Moderator: Krzysztof Krajewski, PL

12.10 – 12.20 Working group B2 — Cannabis and cocaine production/secondary processing 

Report from the Moderator: Bernard Van Camp, BE

12.20 – 12.30 Working group B3 — Synthetic drugs production in Europe  

Report from the Moderator: Edvardas Sileris, LT

12.30 – 12.45 Lessons learned and the way ahead

Summing up by Session B Discussant: Brice de Ruyver, BE

12.45 – 14.00 LUNCH

Thursday 21 October 2010 
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14.00 – 17.45  SESSION C

DRUG SUPPLY REDUCTION IN EUROPE — setting the agenda for monitoring in Europe
Room: Polak
Chair: Laurent Laniel, EMCDDA
Discussant: Letizia Paoli, BE

PLENARY SESSION C

14.00 – 14.15 Opening remarks: challenges for the afternoon’s work

(Chair)

14.15 – 14.45 Keynote: More than the sum of its parts? Exploiting data on supply reduction 

Speaker: Paul Turnbull, UK

Time: 20 min + 10 min discussion

15.00 – 16.30 PARALLEL SESSIONS

Working group C1. Monitoring drug supply reduction in Europe 
Room: Polak
Moderator: Alan Lodwick, UK

15.00 – 15.15 Some initial thoughts for monitoring drug supply reduction

Speaker: Laurent Laniel, EMCDDA

15.15 – 15.30 Strange bedfellows? Police, science and illicit drugs 

Speaker: Detlef Nogala, CEPOL

15.30 – 15.45 Putting the bigger picture together — making the case for multi-indicator analysis

Speaker: Michael Cala, US

15.45 – 16.30 What conceptual framework do we need for monitoring drug supply reduction in 
Europe and what implications does this have for setting priorities?

A moderated structured discussion

Working group C2. The policing of illicit drugs 
Room: Passage
Moderator: Rainer Kasecker, EMCDDA

15.00 – 15.15 Supply reduction tactics and reporting tools: the French experience  

Speaker: Lucas Philippe, FR

15.15 – 15.30 ‘Drug squads’, an important part of the picture: a case study from Portugal 

Speaker: José Santos Ferreira, PT

Thursday 21 October 2010 
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15.30 – 15.45 Analysing law enforcement practices — what are the issues? A case study based 
on responses to open drug scenes in Europe 

Speaker: Johnny Connolly, IE

15.45 – 16.30 Understanding policing — what are the respective roles of monitoring and 
research, and how do we identify the priority areas for action?

A moderated structured discussion

Working group C3. Measurement and drug law enforcement: the challenges
Room: Maelbeek
Moderator: Marianne van Ooyen-Houben, NL

15.00 – 15.15 The production of drug law enforcement statistics and the implications for 
monitoring: a case study of the police in Germany 

Speaker: Klaus Stempel, DE

15.15 – 15.30 Unravelling complexity — the analysis of drug law enforcement statistics 

Speaker: Christian Mouhanna, FR

15.30 – 15.45 What can we learn from the Australian drug law enforcement performance 
measurement framework? 

Speaker: Katie Willis, AU

15.45 – 16.30 What are the challenges of utilising police data at the EU level and how do we 
overcome them?

A moderated structured discussion

16.30 – 17.00 COFFEE BREAK

17.00 – 17.45 PLENARY — FEEDBACK AND CONSENSUS BUILDING SESSION C  
Room: Polak

17.00 – 17.10 Working group C1 — Monitoring drug supply reduction

Report from the Moderator: Alan Lodwick, UK

17.10 – 17.20 Working group C2 — The policing of illicit drugs

Report from the Moderator: Rainer Kasecker, EMCDDA

17.20 – 17.30 Working group C3 — Measurement and drug law enforcement  

Report from the Moderator: Marianne van Ooyen-Houben, NL

17.30 – 17.45 Lessons learned and the way ahead

Summing up by Session C Discussant: Letizia Paoli, BE

Thursday 21 October 2010 
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09.30 – 12.30 CLOSING PLENARY SESSION

Room: Polak
Chair: Maurice Galla, EC

NEXT STEPS TOWARDS A EUROPEAN MONITORING STRATEGY

09.30 – 09.45 Opening remarks: reflections on progress made in day 2, and challenges for day 3

(Chair)

09.45 –10.15 Keynote: Tackling information gaps and developing a sustainable monitoring 
system for drug supply and supply reduction — the opportunities and the 
challenges

Speaker: Michael Levi, UK

Time: 20 min + 10 min discussion

10.15 – 10.45 COFFEE BREAK

10.45 – 12.15 Structured panel discussion. Setting the agenda — making it happen: what we 
need to do, and who needs to do what?
Moderator: Alexis Goosdeel, EMCDDA
Discussants:  Jean-Michel Costes, FR, Pascal Garlement, BE, Brice de Ruyver, BE, Neil 

Tolman, Europol, Jindřich Vobořil, CZ 

Followed by open discussion with the Floor

12.15 – 12.45 Where do we go from here? Conclusions and next steps emerging from the 
conference 

Speakers:  Paul Griffiths, EMCDDA and Dana Spinant, EC

12.45 – 13.00 Closing remarks from the Director of the EMCDDA
Wolfgang Götz

Friday 22 October 2010 




